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Robert Kelley’s Research Findings
• Most people know that they have a star within them
• They see others w/ same talent on the faster track
• Most want to be more productive, do their best
• Just don’t know how

Exercise
• Think of someone that is a star performer
• Think of someone that is an average performer

How do Stars differ from Average
Performers?
Self-Motivated

Right job

Smarter

Driven

Will to succeed

Right boss

They’re born with leadership skills
Self-Confident

“It isn’t what stars have in their heads
that makes them stand out. It’s how
they use what they have. Stars do
their work very differently than the
solid, average-performing pack.”
Robert E. Kelley
In How to Be a Star at Work: Nine Breakthrough
Strategies You Need to Succeed, 1998

How do Stars differ from Average
Performers?
Right job

Self-Motivated

Driven
Smarter
People can learn to become a STAR
Will to succeed

Right boss

Stars are made, not born

They’re born with leadership skills

Self-Confident

Ask yourself - Are you a Star?
1.

Do you shine in the white space?

2.

Do you have a star-studded network?

3.

Do you see your career as a constellation?

4.

How much star light do you let in?

5.

Are you a star follower?

6.

Do you spell leadership with a small “l”?

7.

Are you using a star’s approach to teamwork?

8.

Do you know how your company really works?

9.

Are you a star at show and tell?

1. Do you shine in the white space?


White Space – Work that no one predicted needed to be
done and does not fit neatly into someone’s job function



Understand and take initiative for “white space”
– Do your current assignment well – build the foundation
– True initiatives Stars take on always ends up benefiting
someone else (work group, team, dept, division, company
– Demonstrate personal commitment - don’t just come up with
ideas for your boss to take on
– Identify critical path, link initiatives to company goals
– Determine the probability of success and failure



Social initiatives don’t hold weight

2. Do you have a star-studded network?


Multiply your productivity through the use of network



Find out what you don’t know, but need to know, and
who knows, then start building



Always look out to add to your network



Realize networking is a barter system – establish that you
have something worth trading - start with a negative
trade balance and build up credit
“Without networks, the stars know, they are on their
Own. And to be on your own in this mind-boggling
Knowledge economy is to be lost.” R. Kelly

3.









Do you see your career as a
constellation?
Self-management IS NOT Time management
Self-management = managing your work, relationships,
career & career assets over time
Figure out how you work best and turn that into an
advantage
Know how to get ahead of the game – not wait for game
to come to you
Take control of your own career path – connect yourself
to the work you enjoy – connect that work to company’s
critical path and align yourself to contribute directly to its
larger purpose

4. How much star light do you let in?



Do you suffer from tunnel vision?
Adapt view points outside your own – research outside
views



Relate project/initiatives to both local and global



Gain pattern recognition and add experience



After each project, ask yourself “what did I learn?”



Build competence and credibility to have maximum
influence

“For too many people, ten years of work experience
Is merely the first year’s experience repeated ten times;
There is no learning to move in and out of the basic
Environment, no leap to the perspective ability that
Defines expertise.” R. Kelly

5. Are you a star follower?


Followership – knowing you can’t always have the lead



Know how to stand out – also how to help out



Check your ego at the door – no prima donnas



Disagree without being disagreeable – help those in charge
do their best



Focus on the project’s needs and the leader’s needs



Average performers are preoccupied with their own needs



Be a good follower – don’t be passive or take orders

6. Do you spell leadership with a small “l”?


Stars exercise “small-l” leadership



Bring people together to get things done



Strip away the visionary, charismatic stuff – focus on:
– Be knowledgeable
– Create momentum
– Bring energy to the job and create energy in other
people
– Attract followers



Understand your followers



Do the small things that matter



“Small-l” means action oriented leadership
“If you do the small-l stuff, people are going to want to work with you!”

7.





Are you using a star’s approach to
teamwork?
Living in the age of teamwork
“I’ve got only so much time. Do I absolutely need this
team – or does this team absolutely need me – to make
something important happen?”
Make sure that everyone on the team knows and buys into
the goals



Be a good team player or “small-l” leader



Choose teams wisely when the choice is yours



Follow through

8.

Do you know how your company
really works?


Need “street smarts” in the corporate power zone



Understand when to play and when to ignore



Keep your eyes open, pay attention



Pay attention to conflicts



Find a mentor or be your own mentor



Study stars – become a student in the workplace



Learn what works and what doesn’t



Build relationships – expand your network



Develop credibility – reputation for doing work that adds
value to the organization

9. Are you a star at show and tell?


Know how to use the right message – right audience –
right time



Know your audience



Match the language to the way you deliver



Deliver messages that stick



Don’t over-communicate – don’t let props take center
stage



You may be technically competent, but your inability to
communicate effectively will hurt your ability to be seen
as a STAR

Key Work Strategies to Becoming a Star
1.

Initiative – blazing trail in the white space

2.

Networking – knowing who knows, plug into the knowledge network

3.

Self-Management – managing your whole life at work, you’re in control

4.

Perspective – getting the big picture

5.

Followership – check your ego at the door to lead in assisting others

6.

Leadership – doing small-L leadership in a big L world

7.

Teamwork – getting real about teams

8.

Organizational savvy – using street smarts the corporate power zone

9.

Show and tell – persuading the right audience with right message

What will you do differently tomorrow?

Starting tomorrow…


Watch what Stars are doing that you’re not doing



Become a student of Stars



Skills can be learned



Identify bad habits and define improvements



Practice, practice, practice



Do what they do to excel in your job!

None of these factors determine STARs

Self-Motivated

Right job

Smarter

Driven

Will to succeed

Right boss

They’re born with leadership skills
Self-Confident

“If you decide to develop what you do
well and become a master of yourself,
If you set goals and go after them with
all the determination you can muster,
your gifts will take you places that will
amaze you.”
Les Brown

